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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Charles Willson Peale purchased his Germantown residence in 1810 and 
lived there until 1820, when he moved back to Philadelphia. When the 
artist settled on his farm, it consisted of 104.5 acres, the house sit 
ting on top of a hill. The house remains on that site, but its land 
now consists of only about eight acres.

Erected around the middle of the eighteenth century, "Belfield" has 
been altered over the years. Peale himself made changes in the house 
which he said in 1810 had a gambrel roof, dormer windows, and numerous 
rooms. During Peale f s occupancy, the house's main entrance was on the 
east, which had two-and-a-half stories and faced a road. Now, the main 
entrance is on the garden and one-and-a-half-story side on the west. A 
nineteenth-century owner added a story to the house and the present gam 
brel roof dates from about 1900. Despite such changes, the house still 
appears much as it did in Peale's day.

The interior of the house has also been altered to some degree. But 
the living room apparently has remained largely unchanged. Located 
on the north side of the house, the living room is said to have been 
Peale f s studio.

The kitchen on the east side of the house was detached in Peale's time, 
but has since been connected to the house by a two-story wing. The 
original barn is now in use as a garage, and the springhouse and the 
two-and-a-half story tenant farmhouse are private residences.

A portion of the original garden site is still maintained as such and 
it contains the remains of two root cellars and a fishpond. A remnant 
of Peale's greenhouse still stands, incorporated into an 1890 greenhouse. 
All these elements are integral to the landmark.

The remainder of the original purchase is today occupied on the south and 
west by a public park and a cluster of seven houses, on the north by 
Lasalle College, and on the east by Central High School.

BOUNDARIES

Beginning at the SW corner of Olney Avenue and North 20th Street proceed 
W 400' along the S sidewalk of Olney Avenue, then S 490', then E 65', 
then S 295', then E 40', then S 230' to the N curb of Belfield Avenue, 
then E 265' to the NW corner of Belfield Avenue and North 20th Street, 
then N 1020' along the W sidewalk of North 20th Street to the point of 
origin.

These boundaries have been determined by including the building and 
the land which are still integrally connected with the historically 
significant phase of the farm's history, and by excluding the portions 
of the original purchase which have been converted for unrelated uses.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Charles Willson Peale was the preeminent painter in America between 
1774 and 1793, noted especially for his miniatures and portraits, 
which included seven likenesses of George Washington. In 1810, at 
the age of sixty-nine, Peale transferred the management of his famous 
museum to his son, and retired from commercial painting to the country, 
where he had purchased a farm and over one hundred acres of rolling 
land in Germantown, Pennsylvania. The property, first named "Farm 
Perservere" and later, "Belfield," was soon enhanced by an extensive 
formal garden and a textile mill*; both products of Peale's active 
ingenuity. In 1820, Peale returned to Philadelphia to live, and 
finally sold "Belfield" in 1826. Today, the farmhouse and many of 
the outbuildings still remain as a working farm of eight acres at 
2100 Clarkson Road.

BIOGRAPHY

Charles Willson Peale was born in Queen Anne's County, Maryland in 
1741. The future artist's skill with his hands quickly showed itself 
and before he was twenty-two he had constructed coaches, built clocks, 
produced silver, and made saddles. Peale's ability to make things is 
probably best remembered by the set of false teeth that he subsequently 
made for George Washington, which imperfect denture caused the sunken 
mouth that appears in Gilbert Stuart's portraits of Washington.

About 1763, Peale turned from saddling to painting, having previously 
exhibited an interest in art, and paid for some instruction by John 
Hesselius by giving the old artist a saddle. Desiring additional advice, 
the Marylander travelled to Boston in 1765 and sought guidance from 
John Singleton Copley. Subsequently, Peale's progress and determination 
influenced some of his wealthier acquaintances in Annapolis to sponsor 
his going to London to study under Benjamin West, the American expatriate 
artist who was a major force in British painting. West, in his kindly, 
paternal fashion, accepted Peale, even taking the young artist into his 
household when he was almost indigent, and Peale worked under the master 
between January, 1767-March, 1769. Historical painting, portraiture in 
oils, and miniature painting were all studied by Peale while in London.



Royal Cortissoz and Samuel Isham, The History of American Painting 
CNew York, 1927). ——————— ——————————— - ——— -

" * Peal6 ' S ' Farm Pers^vere<: Some Documentary Views,nary
of the American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia, 1956) 

Charles Coleman Sellers, Charles Willson Pe"alF7Scribners . New York 19691 
Incidental Reports, National Historic Landmark Files, Washington.
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8. Significance second page

Upon his return to America, Peale began painting portraits, and by 
1776 had established himself in Philadelphia.

In many repects Peale conforms to our idea of the shrewd, practical, 
and mechanically talented Yankee. And if there is something of a 
"mechanical" quality in his painting, then perhaps that is due to 
Peale's conviction that anyone could learn to paint, that native 
talent was not necessary. There is no doubt that Peale had ability, 
but evidence indicates that he finally concentrated on painting 
because he realized that it could afford a better income and greater 
prestige than coach-making or saddling. His pragmatic approach to 
painting is also shown by the fact that he taught his brother James 
to paint miniatures and then eliminated himself as a competitor; and 
that in his later years he taught his sons to paint portraits and 
then practically ceased painting himself. The man's practicality 
also helped to lead him into a myriad of other activities: he served 
as a captain of volunteers during part of the American Revolution; he 
became a member of the Pennsylvania legislature in 1779; he opened a 
museum in 1782 (which he moved to the second floor of Independence 
Hall--Mastodon skeleton, stuffed birds, portraits of Revolutionary 
leaders, and all-in 1802); and he played a major role in the establish 
ment of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1803.

The painter was as personable as he was industrious. As John Adams 
said, Peale was "a tender, soft, affectionate creature." Peale married 
three times and outlived all of his wives, by the first two of whom he 
had a dozen children who survived infancy. The sons received such names 
as "Raphael," "Rembrandt," and "Reubens," and some of them achieved minor 
fame as artists.

As he matured, Peale became a very good portrait painter, attracting 
sitters from even Canada and the West Indies. His early portraits 
exhibit a stiffness, but subsequently that quality disappeared, perhaps 
because of his training under West. A rapid worker, Peale usually began 
with the forehead and worked down: and in some of his portraits he 
experimented with his colors, some of which have faded. As a portrait 
developed on his canvas, Peale attempted to portray the character of 
his sitter, but more often than not the finished painting evidenced the 
friendly, moderate temper of the painter. His portrait of Thayendanegea, 
a noted Indian of the time, literally pictures the man, but the face 
expresses the artist's "hopes for peace interracial fraternity (rather) 
than . . . the Indian's complex character." } l Besides his portraits, 
Peale produced innumerable miniatures, all of which show his great 
talent for that branch of painting.

Today, a great body of Peale's work is not only valued because of its 
artistic merit, but also because of its historical value. During the

GPO 921-724
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Revolution and after 1783, Peale painted a host of portraits of 
prominent Americans. When at Valley Forge during the bitter winter 
of 1778, the then soldier-artist painted forty miniatures of his 
companions, as well as a portrait of Washington. Peale's Washingtons 
are extremely well known, especially as the artist had the unique 
opportunity to portray the general at various stages of life. Peale's 
first Washington was done in 1772, when Washington was forty, and 
then followed portraits in 1776, 1777, 1779, and 1783. Subsequently, 
Washington sat for Peale in 1787 and 1795. Whether painting the 
commander-in-chief during the Revolution or any other officer, Peale 
paid meticulous attention to uniforms, and his accurate reproduction 
of Revolutionary military dress has great historical value.

Tremendously energetic, Peale remained active until his death on 
February 22, 1827.

1 Quoted in Charles Colemen Sellers, Portraits and Miniatures by 
Charles.. Willson Peale fPhiladelphia. 1952), 3.

* The textile mill was located on a stream that has been obliterated and 
the entire area paved over and built up outside the landmark boundary.

GPO 921.7 24
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